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Spotlight: Sustainability and
Reliability - Where Are We?
Back in December 2020, we predicted the top priorities in the
energy industry would be sustainability and reliability, in that
order. This year, we have seen proposed regulations across the
country requiring net zero emissions and a transition to sourcing
most of our electricity from renewable sources as early as 2025
in some cases. Even private companies have set aggressive
targets for themselves and their supply chain. With all these
deadlines around the corner, what does the current US fuel mix
look like? And is there any thought given to reliability?
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According to the EIA, fossil fuels dominated the energy consumption mix in
2020 by a wide margin. And while many proposed regulations at the local
and state level focus on reliability, others, led by states like California and
Texas, are looking at recent reliability issues to address that concern. This
might be why AIG came out in support of insuring and investing in both
renewable and fossil fuels, voicing concerns that the world cannot meet its
energy needs through 100 percent green sources at this time. And why
some states are addressing reliability as well as sustainable energy in their
directives.
If we want clean, sustainable energy and we want it to be there every time
we flip the switch, we currently need all sources - renewable and traditional
fossil fuels. And we need to effectively manage the transition.

Economy
Last month, we discussed how everything from cars to chlorine tablets
were in short supply. Now we can add another commodity to that list:
gasoline. At least 6 states - Florida, Iowa, Ohio, Washington, Oregon and
California - are struggling to get enough fuel to serve customers because
of truck driver shortages. While the supply constraints are not at crisis
levels, the driver shortages are expected to have an impact for the next
year.
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Crude Oil and Propane
For the week ending July 9th, the number of oil-directed rigs was up by 2
to 378, which is 197 more than this time last year. Strong crude oil prices
are the primary driver for the increase, with crude staying above $70/bbl.
Fiscal discipline among producers, depleted stocks thanks to the postlockdown demand returning and the failure of OPEC+ to agree on new
output levels, are supporting the market. The August WTI contract is
currently trading at $71.57/bbl.
Similarly, strong export demand and slow to return supply are putting
upward pressure on the propane market, which is trading at record levels.
If these conditions continue, we could see record-high propane prices this
winter.

Natural Gas

It appears natural gas isn’t done rallying. The July contract settled at
$3.617, $0.633 higher than June. Prices rose initially, driven by the usual
suspects - strong power generation demand brought on by higher
temperatures, robust LNG and Mexico exports and supply that is not
keeping up with demand, before losing momentum. The August contract
was unable to break through the $3.75/MMBtu price and is currently
trading at $3.615/MMBtu.
There are a couple of encouraging signs. The first is that production is
silently increasing. June production increased by 300 MMCF/day over
May, nearing 92 BDF/day. If this trend continues, we may see production
reach 93 BCF/day by the 4th quarter of 2021. This week’s rig count
appears to support this, with the number of gas-directed rigs increasing by
2 to 101, or 26 higher than last year.
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Natural Gas... Continued
Second, as we mentioned last month, current natural gas prices have
prompted some fuel (coal) switching for power generation. In the
Midwest (MISO), Midcontinent (SPP) and parts of the Northeast
(PJM), coal has taken over natural gas for power generation, which
has had some mitigating impact on prices.

Source: Constellation

Natural Gas Storage
Storage for the week ending July 9th is at 2,629 BCF, which is 543
BCF lower than last year and 189 BCF below the five-year average.
This week’s injection of 55 BCF was slightly below expectations.
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Natural Gas Storage... Continued
The Supreme Court overturned a lower court ruling last week,
allowing the PennEast Pipeline project to use eminent domain to
acquire state-owned land in New Jersey to build the 1.1 BCF/day
Appalachian line that, upon completion, will bring gas to supplyconstrained areas of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, which will put
downward pressure on natural gas and electricity prices. The pipeline
faces additional legal and environmental charges.
In California, PG&E has filed its 3-year rate case as required by the
commission. The utility is looking to increase investments for
upgrading gas and power infrastructure, reducing wildfire risk and
delivering clean energy to its customers. PG&E is requesting an $877
million increase for natural gas infrastructure and operations and
$2.683 billion for power. California requires all investor-owned
utilities to file a rate case every 4 years (prior to this year it was 3).
Whatever the amount finally agreed to by the Commission, customers
can expect to see it reflected in their rates.

Power
Power prices were higher in the South, West and New England,
while the Northeast and Midwest saw slightly lower prices. Future
power prices in all regions are significantly higher than they were a
year ago.

Source: Constellation
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Power... Continued
The heat and drought conditions in California prompted the governor
to waive air quality regulations for backup fossil fuel generators over
the 4th of July weekend, which allowed these units to run and keep
the state from instituting widespread power outages. This may be the
first of several regulatory suspensions designed to keep the lights on
in the state this summer.
NRG Energy has announced it will retire three coal-fired plants, one
in Delaware and two in Illinois, citing lower power prices and a
reduction in demand for coal-fired generation. The plants will be
retired in June 2022. Like other areas of the country, customers in
areas served by these plants could see higher prices and/or power
curtailments during peak demand periods.
In Michigan, Consumers Energy has announced that it will retire the
remainder of its coal generation by 2025, 15 years ahead of
schedule. The utility will replace the 1,440 MW generated (which
represents 20% of current power generation) with 90% renewable
energy sources and 10% existing natural gas sources by 2042. Given
that utilities in the Midwest rely on coal and natural gas to meet
higher seasonal demand, Consumers customers should be prepared
for intermittent outages and higher prices.

Concerned about higher power prices? Want to
make sure you keep the lights on at your company?
We can help you evaluate your options and select
the best fit for your business. Contact us for more
information.
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Weather
June 2021 was the 5th hottest on record. Much of the country is still
feeling the heat, although we are seeing some relief in the upcoming
forecasts, at least for the southern half of the country. Temperatures
in the northern half of the US are forecast to be above normal and we
are seeing high usage alerts in these regions.
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About Us

At Our Energy Manager, we focus on helping our customers
manage their energy and make informed decisions. We partner
with our clients to become an extension of their organizations,
providing our customers with the benefits of an in-house energy
department at a fraction of the cost.

The content of this newsletter is for general information purposes only and should not be relied upon to
make any business, legal or other decisions. All opinions and views expressed are those of Our Energy
Manager and may change as more information becomes available.

